Accelerating UNECE WP.29
Automotive Cybersecurity
Compliance with Vdoo

Automotive Cybersecurity in the Spotlight

The automotive industry is undergoing a major wave of technological change with the adoption of digitalization, connectivity and
automation. While these advancements allow OEMs to continuously update their cars to add functionality, enable new services,
and reduce the number of recalls, the exponential growth of connected components communicating inside the vehicle and with
external systems has also created new cybersecurity risks, with potentially adverse impacts on data privacy and physical safety.
To address the rise in cyber-risks, automotive cybersecurity standards and regulations are emerging. One of the most influential
developments is two new cybersecurity related regulations adopted by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE) WP.29 working group in mid-2020.

UNECE WP.29 Regulations
The UNECE World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29) has the legal authority to establish regulations
addressing the safety and environmental performance of wheeled vehicles, their subsystems, and parts. WP.29 includes subgroups and task forces dealing with automated and connected vehicles, cyber security, and over the air updates.
The two recently adopted regulations, coming into force in January 2021, set requirements for automotive manufacturers
related to cybersecurity management and software updates:
UN Regulation on Cybersecurity and Cyber Security Management Systems
The UN Regulation on Cybersecurity and Cyber Security Management Systems (ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2020/79) describes the
cybersecurity threats and vulnerabilities potentially affecting vehicles and the measures to be taken to mitigate these risks. In
addition to the technical specification, it describes the formal approval process that OEMs must follow to verify the compliance
of vehicle types with the regulation.
UN Regulation on Software Updates and Software Updates Management Systems
The UN Regulation on Software Updates and Software Updates Management Systems (ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2020/80) is more
general and deals with software update documentation and quality assurance, with a few technical cybersecurity requirements
related to the technical software update processes.
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Control Vehicle Cybersecurity Risks with Vdoo

To control their security posture and comply with regulatory requirements, automotive OEMs must ensure the security of many
connected car components and systems across varied car types and complex supply chains.
Vdoo’s automated product security platform enables automotive manufacturers to control their vehicles’ cybersecurity risks
efficiently and at scale. The Vdoo platform provides a range of capabilities to identify potential risks and ensure the security of all
ECUs in the vehicle, both before and after production, protecting the vehicle’s electronic systems from cyber-threats. Capabilities
include automated security analysis and impact assessment, issue resolution guidance, continuous vulnerability monitoring, and
runtime protection.
Complementing the automated platform, Vdoo also offers additional services to support automotive manufacturers’ product
security needs, including security architecture for car components and systems, and Threat Analysis & Risk Assessment (TARA).
Vdoo’s offering is built on the extensive experience of our team that includes world-class experts in software architecture and
vulnerability research, reverse engineering, and binary code analysis.

How Vdoo Helps
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Fast automated security
analysis of many disparate
components

Full visibility into the product
third-party software
components without source
code access

Comprehensive detection of known
vulnerabilities, malware, exposures
such as insecure configurations,
and potential zero-days

Prioritization of security
issues that cause actual risks
and effective handling with
clear resolution guidance

Ongoing vulnerability
monitoring and management
capabilities for all
components

Ability to quickly identify, triage
and respond to new threats
during and after production
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Automated Product Security Capabilities
The Vdoo platform automates security processes throughout the product lifecycle, from development through to production
and post-production. Its automated security analysis capabilities enable fast and efficient execution of traditionally manual,
resource-intensive tasks that require significant product security expertise, such as penetration testing, fuzzing, compliance
testing, and hardening.
By analyzing product software in binary form, Vdoo can mimic an attacker’s mindset and techniques for discovering and
prioritizing security gaps, and home in on the issues that pose actual cybersecurity risk. Vdoo provides comprehensive
insights on vulnerabilities and security exposures that cannot be detected when examining software at the source code level
as it is being developed. Because binary analysis applies to third-party binaries as well as internally developed software,
security analysis can be performed on the full product including the software supply chain, without dependence on vendorprovided information and without source code access. Finally, this approach enables intelligent analysis of each issue in the
context of the entire product, resulting in more accurate risk assessment, prioritization, and resolution.

Software Composition Analysis
As a precursor to thorough security analysis, Vision performs software composition analysis (SCA) and provides a detailed
BOM of the analyzed software. The BOM list includes open-source components and corresponding licenses and CVEs.
Beyond providing the list of CVEs and CVSS scores, the system conducts additional security breakdown testing, enabling
manufacturers to focus on fixing the high-impact, exploitable CVEs that matter in real-life scenarios.

Security Audit
Following the composition analysis, the platform conducts an automated security audit to detect security exposures in the
analyzed binary. It detects a broad range of exposures such as security malpractices (e.g. missing compiler security flags),
insecure configurations (e.g. insecure access permissions), weak authentication, and weak cryptography schemes.

Zero-Day Detection
Furthermore, automated deep analysis of the software is executed to detect potential zero-day vulnerabilities, such as
memory corruption and command injection. The platform uses a mix of advanced analysis techniques to discover and verify
vulnerabilities including in-depth static analysis, fuzzing, symbolic execution and data flow analysis.

Resolution Guidance
For each identified issue, Vdoo provides comprehensive “how-to” instructions to remediate or mitigate the issue in a costeffective-manner. Catering to the needs of developers as well as product security architects and researchers, the guidance
ranges from step-by-step remediation instructions with references to specific findings in the code, to detailed articles that
provide background and context for people who wish to gain a deeper understanding of the issue.

Compliance Validation
To simplify and accelerate compliance efforts, Vdoo provides a mapping of security exposures to dozens of tracked industry
standards. The list of identified exposures can be filtered according to a specific standard, such as the WP.29 cybersecurity
regulation, making it easy to pinpoint security gaps that require fixing to achieve compliance.

Continuous Vulnerability Monitoring
Vdoo enables continuous monitoring of previously analyzed products for new CVEs or increasing risk levels from existing
CVEs due to newly publicized exploits and attack methods. Vdoo tracks such updates and associates them with affected
products based on software composition information gathered during the security analysis phase, accelerating and
simplifying triage and response efforts when new threats emerge.

Runtime Protection and Security Monitoring
Based on the analysis findings, Vdoo enables automated generation of a low-footprint tailored runtime security agent, which
can be integrated into products for proactive real-time protection against both known and unknown threats, as well as
security alerts for real-time monitoring of deployed assets.
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How Vdoo Supports Compliance with WP.29 Regulation

Under the UN Regulation on Cybersecurity and Cyber Security Management Systems, vehicle manufacturers are required to have
a Cyber Security Management System (CSMS) in place, and obtain formal certification confirming that the CSMS complies with the
specifications detailed in the regulation.
To obtain approval for a vehicle type, manufacturers will need to have a compliant CSMS relevant to the vehicle type being
approved, demonstrating that they are taking adequate measures to manage the vehicle’s cybersecurity.
Vdoo addresses the sections of the regulation related to the CSMS functionality. These include the CSMS specifications
(Paragraph 7), verification that cybersecurity measures required for vehicle type approval have been implemented (Paragraph 5),
and the range of automotive cybersecurity threats and mitigations that must be covered by the CSMS (Annex 5).

Paragraph 5: Approval
Paragraph 5 of the WP.29 regulation specifies the conditions under which an Approval Authority may grant type approval with
regard to cybersecurity for a vehicle type. Requirements include verification via document checks and testing that the vehicle
manufacturer has implemented required cybersecurity measures, addressing:
•

Collection and validation of information from the supply chain

•

Risk assessment and mitigation

•

Secure design

•

Detection and response to attacks

•

Data logging to support detection and forensic analysis of attacks

Vdoo helps to comply with the approval requirements by providing detailed documentation of security analysis results, including
risk assessment, security issues detected whether they have been mitigated. Notably, Vdoo supports validation of supply chain
security information by performing automated security analysis of software delivered from suppliers in binary form.

Paragraph 7: Specifications
The CSMS specifications are described in Paragraph 7.2 of the regulation. The CSMS is required to apply to all phases of the
vehicle lifecycle from development to post-production. The regulation further specifies the processes that the CSMS should
support throughout these phases (Paragraph 7.2.2.2) and requires that the processes address a list of cyber threats and
mitigation methods listed in Annex 5.
As illustrated in the following diagram and detailed further below, Vdoo enables automotive manufacturers to comply with the
required CSMS processes (the letters align with the numbering in Paragraph 7.2.2.2 of the regulation).
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(a) Cyber Security Management
Vdoo supports the vehicle manufacturer’s cyber security management processes by enabling seamless integration of automated
security analysis, vulnerability monitoring, and runtime protection capabilities throughout the vehicle lifecycle, as a means of
ensuring proper cyber security management. For example, automated security analysis scans can be incorporated into
continuous integration / continuous development (CI/CD) workflows to verify that security issues defined by the manufacturer as
required for fixing are addressed in the development phase.

(b) Risk Identification
Vdoo enables organizations to identify cybersecurity risks resulting from vulnerable software components, insecure connectivity
configurations, and other security issues by performing automated analysis of the vehicle’s ECUs. The analysis process is initiated
easily by uploading the ECU software images for automated analysis. The Vdoo platform quickly produces a detailed software bill
of materials (BOM) and a comprehensive view of security gaps in each analyzed image.
Because Vdoo analyzes a product’s software image in binary form rather than source code, it can be used by OEMs to
independently analyze ECU software from their supply chain without having to rely solely on vendor-provided information.
For broader vehicle-level and system-level security analysis, Vdoo provides Threat Analysis & Risk Assessment (TARA) as an
additional service, leveraging the deep security insights from the Vdoo automated platform and the extensive experience of our
security team.

(c) Risk Assessment, Categorization and Treatment
Through the automated analysis process, Vdoo provides complete security information (CVEs, exposures, potential zero-days and
more) in minutes. It also provides intelligent assessment and prioritization of security issues, categorization based on multiple
criteria, and step-by-step actionable guidance to fix issues quickly and in the most efficient manner.
Risk assessment of identified security issues is based on multiple factors including publicized attack methods, whether
exploitation is possible on the specific product being analyzed given its configuration and attributes, and the effort required to
exploit them. This results in more accurate prioritization and enables efficient handling of the issues that pose actual risks.

(d) Verifying that Risks Are Appropriately Managed
Because the analysis process is automated, OEMs can easily perform iterative scans on updated software versions to validate the
issues are properly mitigated and to make sure no new threats were created.

(e) Cyber Security Testing
The Vdoo platform performs automated cyber security testing for ECUs, and its findings can be exported in different formats
(CSV, PDF, APIs) to provide proof-of-testing to support compliance.
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(f) Ensuring Risk Assessment Is Kept Current
Vdoo provides ongoing vulnerability monitoring of all previously analyzed software images. Vdoo monitors newly published
vulnerabilities for software components tracked in our extensive knowledgebase. Through the software composition information
gathered during analysis, as soon as a new vulnerability is exposed, it is possible to determine which ECUs and which vehicle
types are affected. This allows proactive ongoing updates to the risk assessment.
In addition, it is possible to analyze updated versions of previously analyzed software to make sure no new cyber threats and
vulnerabilities are introduced.

(g) Attack Monitoring, Detection, and Response & Assessment of Ongoing Security
Effectiveness
Vdoo's embedded runtime protection agent can be integrated into automotive ECUs to perform real-time monitoring, detection
and prevention of cyber attacks on the device.
Vulnerability monitoring and recursive analyses can be implemented to ensure new cyber threats are identified and assess the
need for security measures.

(h) Data to Support Analysis of Attacks
Vulnerability monitoring and recursive analyses can be implemented to ensure new cyber threats are identified and assess the
need for security measures.

Annex 5: List of Threats and Corresponding Mitigations
Annex 5 provides a comprehensive list of cyber threats that vehicle manufacturers need to consider, and the mitigation
measures they should implement to protect against these threats.
The Vdoo platform provides automated validation that threats and mitigations listed in Annex 5 of the regulation are addressed.
For each ECU software image analyzed, Vdoo provides a list of detected security exposures, with detailed mapping of each
relevant exposure to the specific corresponding part of Annex 5. For example, Vdoo detects security exposures related to
cryptographic keys and algorithms, data encryption, user access configurations, and software update processes.
In addition, the Vdoo platform provides mitigation capabilities described in the annex, including software security assessment,
malware detection, detection and prevention of unauthorized access, and integrity protection.

About Vdoo
Vdoo delivers an automated device security platform enabling companies to ensure optimal security posture for their IoT, connected and
embedded devices, with speed and at scale, from development to post-deployment. Vdoo was founded by serial entrepreneurs who previously
sold cybersecurity company Cyvera to Palo Alto Networks, bringing with them extensive knowledge of endpoint and embedded system security.
Vdoo is backed by top-tier investors including 83North, Dell, WRVI, GGV, NTT DOCOMO, and MS&AD. Vdoo has offices in the US, Europe, Japan,
and Israel, and dozens of well-known global customers.
For additional information, please contact us at info@vdoo.com or visit our website at vdoo.com

